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Bee:
Subject: ACTION: Question for ED on a new customized project

Dear Peter-

We have a customized project which we want to approach slightly differently from the usual processing 
method and I would like to know if the ED agrees with this approach or not. Because the customer 
wants to proceed soon, I would appreciate a response by next Friday, July 16th. Here are the details:

A multi-building campus in our service territory currently has 31 boilers of various sizes, 12 are steam 
and 19 are hot water. The entire campus including the boilers is old and could benefit from energy 
efficiency upgrades. The boilers over 2 million Btu/hr must be replaced to meet BAAQMD emission 
requirements.

PG&E interceded and performed a facility audit and has convinced the customer to not only replace the 
boilers with higher efficiency than required boilers, but convert the steam boilers to hot water, saving 
significant steam losses. At the same time we identified many building system improvements, such as 
controls upgrades and piping upgrades to save more energy. The boiler replacements would clearly fall 
under our customized retrofit program and the baseline would be the BAAQMD compliant efficiency 
boiler. The building repair and upgrades including controls improvements would normally fall into our 
retrocommissioning program.

Since the changes are all interactive with each other (building upgrades reduce the boiler heat load 
required and boiler upgrades reduce the effect of the building losses, etc) and we prefer not to force the 
customer to prepare two separate program applications, we wish to make the entire project a single 
retrocommissioning application. We would then apply the appropriate program rules to each part of the 
project (boiler replacements under retrofit rules, system upgrades under retrocommissioning rules). Our 
other concern is that if we process two separate applications the ED reviewer may not see both parts or 
worse, two different reviewers would look at each part separately rather than as one project.

Please let me know if the ED agrees that processing this as one large project following the appropriate, 
but different program rules is acceptable.

Thank you,

Redacted

Manager, Technical Product Support 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
P.O. Box 770000, mailcode N6G 
San Francisco CA 94177
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